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Our team set about porting the Hello Guest demo from PC onto iOS(mobile 

and iPad) and Xbox One. Built on UE4, the initial issuescomprised high 

memory/RAM usage, high CPU usage causing lowframerates, some audio 

issues, and the iOS control scheme needed asolution. The RAM issue was so 

severe on iOS that the game wouldcrash before reaching the menu. In 

addition, dynamic lighting neededto be tweaked for the lower spec consoles 

and iOS devices.
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oVERVIEW
Hello Guest is the sequel to the critically acclaimed Stealth HorrorGame, Hello 

Neighbour. Now set in a ramshackle and abandonedamusement park, players 

must pit themselves against an advanced,self-learning AI. Players must keep 

a wary eye out as this unknown,hooded, and cloaked, creeping creature lurks 

in the shadows. Playersmust set about their tasks through the eerie park and 

survive itsmysterious hunt. Just do your job, what could go wrong?
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Our work was monitored andapproved by members of theTinyBuild team and 

successfullysubmitted to Microsoft andApple. Our work with TinyBuildwas 

with a programmer andproducer who ensured we werestaying on track on all 

avenuesof the game. The work wasconducted from June/July anddelivered 

in September, and wereturned in December to workon some tweaks following 

anupdate. The team were happywith our work, having providedconsistent 

feedback andassistance throughout.
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Solution
The memory issue was solved bylowering the level of detail onassets. We 

tweaked animationsand reduced the grass density tohelp CPU and RAM draw. 

We alsoremoved special FX from thecamera which was causing CPUissues 

on iOS.

We compressed and tweaked theaudio and switched to static lightswhere 

possible. Finally, we adapteda control scheme to iOS. Somemechanics 

required multiple inputs,such as using a fire extinguisher tohover. Instead of 

requiring inputs, ifthe item is equipped, it will be usedat the right time.
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